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Flight Lines

Upgrading from a limited 6-channel radio to a more versatile 8-channel
radio with computer functionality on a budget doesn't mean you have to
settle for less than the best. The Spektrum DX8e gives you the
unbeatable response of DSMX technology, the simplicity of Spektrum
AirWare firmware as well as many other features you won't find on
other "budget" radios.
Cover Page: Bi-Plane day – Chris Von Tynan preparing his Fokker
Triplane DR1 for its first sortie of the day,
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Presidents Report
Grant
Only a month to go now and we are back
to daylight savings again...I for one just
can’t wait. My vaguely productive winter
of building and repairing has managed to
continue with the completion of repairs to
my 4m Scale Blanik Glider. An internal
redesign and gluing of critical formers has the model ready for some
aero towing once the warmer weather hits. I’ve also swapped out the
Tow release servo for a much stronger one after I discovered it would
not release the tow line even with as little as 15Lb of pull on the line. It
never hurts to overestimate the power needed from a servo, so keep that
in mind on your next model. I also spent time swapping over my Yak 55
scale aerobatic’s Receiver & Transmitter from JR to Spektrum so I could
utilise the Spektrum DX20’s telemetry functions. This meant some
rewiring and repositioning of Rx antenna’s etc and of course fully
reprogramming the Tx. It’s surprising how the best part of a day can
disappear into getting all this correct, but definitely time well spent. Now
that I’ve caught upon most of the critical maintenance issues, it’s time to
put some effort into a new model, so I have launched into a Seagull
Models Funky Cub on Floats. My current float planes are all well past
their use by date, so it will be nice to have something new on the water
for a change, for our final float plane day in early November.
The weather this month has
seen at least three weekends
where the Sunday’s flying
conditions have been far better
than expected for this time of
year. Thus it was a huge relief
when we finally got some fine
weather for our third and final
attempt at running a Club Bi4

Plane day. A great turnout saw at least a dozen and more Bi-planes turn
up with their pilots for a beautiful blue sky and calm days flying. A good
size range in models and not too many scary moments saw all of the
models go home again without damage, so that’s always a huge bonus.

Bi-Plane day participants

Gordon and Sopwith Pup assisted by Warren
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The other club flying events in August were the float plane day at Lake
D and the Helicopter Fun Fly at the club field on the same weekend.
Once again the weather turned on another stunning day at the lake with
calm waters and lots of flying action. I only recall one major damage
incident for the day which was caused by pilot bravado and the wahoo
factor (or maybe that’s the Whoops’ factor ah Chris!) when the model
whilst flying at full speed got a little too close to the water!!

Colleen, where’s the glue?

……

That’s better

Nonetheless, I spent a relaxing day on rescue & recovery duty in the
salvage boat interspersed with the odd fly of someone else’s model like
Stan’s Cub. Stan told me it was flying really well... well that was until
the engine stopped running that is, and I was forced to dead stick it after
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only a couple of
minutes in the air. It
seems Stan may just
have forgotten to
fuel it up!

And then there was
Phil’s new DH
Beaver which I
performed the test
fly on. This was a
little scary, caused
mostly we think by
the fact the floats
Phil’s new Beaver
had taken on a lot of
nearly ready to go.
water which led to a
variable C of G...not
what want you want on a test flight, thankfully it came home unscathed
and only the pilot and builder were shaken... So at the end of the day,
having left my models in the van, it did make for an easy pack down for
me!
As yet I haven’t caught up on the Heli fun fly, but I know they flew in
the wind on Saturday, so Sunday’s conditions would have been perfect
for some great Heli flying at the club field. Hopefully we can get a report
and some photos for the next magazine. (HINT HINT guys!)
Unfortunately I have to share some bad news about the Cambridge
Club’s flying site, in that this will be closing to flying activities as of 1st
October this year. Sadly the lease on the farm that the club
operates from is changing and the new farm management do not wish to
have the Cambridge Club continue flying from their site. This is a real
blow for the Cambridge guy’s and also to us for our shared events with
them. The Cambridge guy’s will be searching hard to find a new home,
but we all know how extremely difficult that will be in today’s
environment. We will be giving them any and all the support we can to
find a new home.
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Septembers calendar is full of events with two open flyin’s at the
Cambridge club, one this weekend 2nd Sept and another on the 23rd
Sept. These will be the last events held at the current Cambridge field.
Note, it’s is important to keep an eye on the HMAC web page calendar
as this second event was added after the last bulletin went to press.
Our
own
September themed
flying club day is
scheduled
for
September 16th
and will be a
“Flying Task day”.
This will involve
simple tasks to do
with the Plane &
Pilot such as
flying
for
a
specified
time
without a watch, flying out and around a pole and back, maybe a touch
and go on the spot and any other crazy simple idea we can come up with
on the day. It should be a fair bit of fun for everyone and we will get
things underway around 10:30-11am.
August Club night was our annual Quiz night. This went off really well
with everyone seemly enjoying themselves judging by the continual
laughter and attempts at cheating. We even welcomed a couple of
visitors from around the country joining in with Frazers team who took
home the top honours’...truth be known, I think they were Frazers secret
weapons & were ring-ins brought in especially for the event! Never the
less, it was a fun filled night and a huge thanks goes out to Mikey
Wilson for coming all the way across from Tauranga to run the quiz for
us, not to mention actually putting the whole thing together for starters!
Awesome job once again Mikey.
Septembers Club night will be a run down on this year’s EAA Oshkosh
Airshow in the USA by none other than Chris and Colleen Tynan with a
dual act presentation. This is the first time they have been to the Airshow
and from what they’ve told me, it lived up to their expectations...with
everything that I told them it would be, it was and more. They will
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present photos from the show plus tales of some of the other places they
visited whilst in the USA. Also, don’t forget to bring along some of the
winter projects you guys have been working on, even if they are only
part way through it’s still nice to see what others have been getting up to
over the colder months. And by the way, next Month’s club night
(October) will be our annual Buy, Sell and Swap night, so now is the
time to start looking through and sorting out your old gear you might
want to part with. Well that’s all I have for you this month. Make sure
you take advantage of the events that are on the calendar and make the
most of every flying day we get.
And above all else, let’s be safe out there.
Grant
Chris’s own tri-plane day

Rex’s Space Walker

Gordon’s off field
Poopa scoopa landing !!!
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HMAC August Bi-plane Day
Gordon
After two aborted attempts to hold a bi-plane fun day/ fly in, the weather
gods finally relented and turned on a cracker day with blue skies and no
wind - bliss!
A good number of members woke up from winter hibernation and
crawled yawning and stretching out of their caves to go flying. Planes
with two wings abounded plus a number of “one wingers”..
Bi-planes ranged from very large to very small but all seemed
comfortable
flying
around together. There
is something a little bit
magical about “old
school bipes” wafting
on past against a clear,
still blue sky!
Of course we could
have been witnessing
Grant’s Tiger Moth
floating on through a
lot earlier in the day if
he had not made the
cardinal sin of leaving his transmitter at home. This is a perennial
problem for someone who must own more transmitters than aeroplanes.
By the way, he also appears to still own the same transmitter that he
learned to fly with...I think that one runs on steam! (Thank goodness he
doesn’t still use it, the smoke from the coal would probably blind us!).
However, on discovering this “Arrg, I’ve left it at home issue!” after
arriving at the field, he then announced that rather than go home to fetch
the correct trannie, he would simply reprogram/ rebind another
transmitter. Well, this proved to take most of the day resulting in not
being ready to take to the air until late afternoon.......what a waste of a
good flying day!
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Alan has his almost new Gypsy Moth going well now that it has stopped
shedding various parts on each flight and is a delight to fly. His Tabloid
was also performing well.

Alan’s Gypsy Moth and Tabloid
Chris and Gordon had another re-enactment of WW1 with the Fokker
triplane and Sopwith Pup dog-fighting across the sky. One day this is
going to end in tears!

Gordons Pup in for the kill
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Brad had got the large Pitts up and running again, Grant had a fly and
pronounced it “interesting”. Looks great in the sky.

Graeme
Bradleys’
Pitts Special

Smaller bipes were whipping around and having a great time.
Oldest plane would have to be Wayne’s “Archie” which must have a
grey beard!
Everyone got in plenty of flight time with no major dramas or accidents
so this was a happy day after the winter of dismal weather we have been
experiencing.

-----------------------------------------------------Float Planes Report
Alan Rowson
On the 26th August we held another float plane day. The weather was
perfect and when I arrived at Lake D at 9am the lake was so calm that
the reflections coming off the lake was perfect for float planes.
When I got there Gordon was setting up for the day and also Ross and
Keith had arrived from New Plymouth with a van load of models.
Another visitor arrived from Auckland Chris Kaiser. It was good to see
members from other clubs attending.
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As the day progressed we had about 20 pilots in attendance plus a good
many spectators.
Most flyers were up flying and at times had up to five aircraft at once.
The rescue boat was used on several occasions and as Grant for the first
time did not take his float plane out of the car did most of the plane
retrievals. Grant did fly other pilots aircraft.
Phil Hall had his
new large Beaver
aircraft out for a
test fly which was
done by Grant
later in the day.
After a few taxi
runs and some
alterations to be
done
he
eventually had a
takeoff but came
back and landed
Phil Halls’ Beaver
as the plane was
slightly tail heavy.
This should be rectified by our next day on the lake in a months’ time.
Chris Kaiser's plane caught on fire, the ESC burnt out. When the rescue
boat went out to retrieve the
plane there was
smoke
billowing out from the cowl,
one cooked ESC and melted
wires, very lucky that the whole
plane was not destroyed.
This is what an 80 Amp ESC
looks like when a stalled prop
try’s to put 100 Amps
through it…Nasty. Could
have been a lot worse
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The only other real disaster was Chris Tynan’s Sea Wind. Chris was
going to do a very fast and low pass but he got to low and dived into the
lake a lot of damage. (see page 6)
Warren and Stan had their large 1/4 scale piper Cubs flying most of the
day and these planes do look nice flying off the water.
The flying wound up around 4pm and another great day at Lake D see
you all next time.

----------------------------------------------------BLESS ME AND MY AIRCRAFT
Now I lay me down to sleep
My Aircraft by my side
There is no room for my wife
The bed is not that wide
I pray that when I’m sound asleep
I’ll dream about my plane
I hope that God is good to me
And will cancel any rain
It doesn’t really matter that next month
I’ll be sixty four
Because tomorrow I’ll be feeling
Like a kid again once more
God forbid my plane to crash
What an awful dread
However if it has to be
Make it SEL’s instead
(Author Anon)
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Seagull’s “Funky Cub” on Floats
Grant.
As mentioned in my presidents article, I actually managed to make a
start on a new model in the last week, instead of doing maintenance and
repair work. I still have more of that work to do, but as it’s time for a
new float plane I thought I would jump into what I hope will be a
relatively quick project before our next float plane meeting in early
November. That gives me two months, so here’s hoping!!
I made a lucky well priced purchase off Trade Me of a brand new, unrun OS 120 Surpass II Fourstroke engine in a box! This was exactly the
size engine I was looking for, for the Cub, so that was the inspiration I
needed to kick start the project. Next month I will give a progress update
with the final update in November when it should be ready to fly!
Un-boxing.
I
love that term,
you see it in all
of the model
Magazines’ and
online articles,
so I finally get
to use it to.
This is my
second Seagull
model
following
on
from my earlier
Sportscruiser which I must say is still going strong since Sept 2014. I
am impressed with the build quality of the Seagull range of models, with
many of them having been built/assembled in our club. On the whole
they get the basics right leaving room for people to “bling” them up or
strengthen things a bit if they choose to do so.
So at this point it’s the Unboxing...Opening the box, you find everything
is well packed and wrapped where necessary. Wings, tails etc are all in
their own wrapping and the hardware items are well separated from the
delicate bits. Everything you need to put the model together is included
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in the kit with the exception of Radio gear and motor. The model is
suited to both Gas & Electric, so both firewall options are provided. The
models are generally Ply/Balsa/stick construction (traditional) with
fibreglass cowls and covered in a heat shrink film. Laser cut parts are
very neat and tidy fitting and glued. I would comment that I often add a
bit of extra glue in critical areas just for good measure, either Cynao,
epoxy or Aliphatic depending on the location and strength requirements.
Taking a peek inside the wing roots, fuse and tail, everything looked as
you would expect with no cause for alarm unlike some other makes of
kit I have seen in the past. Any, the unwrapping bit was exciting and
next month I will report on the progress.
STOP PRESS: And just as this article was being written, I have had an

email to say that HOT Ltd are compiling another Indent Order of
Seagull kits to arrive in January 2019. Get in contact with one of your
favourite NZ hobby shop retailers to order yours now. There are over
160 models to choose from, so if you can’t find something in there to
take your fancy I would be really surprised....get onto it quick, don’t
miss the plane!
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Ross and his Astrohog all the way from NewPlymouth
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Parting Shot:
Alan Von Rowson escapes injury from his wrecked Fokker Tri Plane.

In 1917 the early Fokker’s
were susceptible to top wing
failures.
101 years on nothing has
changed.
The government commission
investigating the top wing
failures on the 1917 Fokker’s
is still ongoing….
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Coming Events 2018
September 2018







HMAC Club Night Meeting USA Oshkosh Airshow by Chris & Colleen Tynan
September 12, 2018 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A
Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)
HMAC Club Day - Multi Task day
September 16, 2018 9:30 am - @ HMAC Reekers Field, 231 Collins Road
Hamilton
Cambridge MAC Open day
September 23, 2018 9:30 am - @ Cambridge Field, 191 Maungakawa Road
Cambridge
Vintage Contest and Rally
September 22 and 23, 2018 9:30am - @Tuakau Domain, Alexandra Redoubt
Road, Tuakau
RC Pylon and Racing Series
September 30, 2018 - @Airsail MAC, 299 Native Road, Pukekawa

October 2018




HMAC Club Night Meeting: Buy Sell Swap
October 10, 2018 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A
Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)
HMAC Club Day:
October 14, 2018 9:30 am - @ HMAC Reekers Field, 231 Collins Road
Hamilton
Vintage Contest and Rally
October 20 and 21, 2018 9:30am - @ Airsail MAC, 299 Native Road,
Pukekawa

Flight Lines Deadlines 2018
October Bulletin – 28 September 2018

For further up to date event info please visit:
http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/
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